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A new all-time analytical model is developed to predict transient internal forced-convection heat transfer under
arbitrary time-dependentwall temperature. Slug flow condition is assumed for the velocity profile inside the tube.The
solution to the time-dependent energy equation for a stepwall temperature is generalized for arbitrary time variations
in surface temperature using Duhamel’s theorem. A harmonic boundary temperature is considered, and new
compact closed-form relationships are proposed to predic: 1) fluid temperature distribution; 2) fluid bulk temper-
ature; 3) wall heat flux; and 4) the Nusselt number. An optimum value is found for the dimensionless angular
frequency of the wall temperature to maximize the heat transfer rate of the studied unsteady forced-convective
process. Such dimensionless parameter depends upon the imposed-temperature angular frequency, fluid thermo-
physical properties, and tube geometrical parameters. A general surface temperature is considered, and the
temperature field inside the medium is obtained using a superposition technique. An independent numerical simula-
tion is performed using ANSYS® Fluent. The comparison between the obtained numerical data and the present
analytical model shows good agreement: a maximum relative difference less than 4.9%.

Nomenclature
A = cross-sectional area, Eq. (13), m2

a = half-width of spacing between parallel plates, or circular
tube radius, m

cp = heat capacity, J∕kg · K
Fo = Fourier number; αt∕a2
J = Bessel function, Eq. (6a)
k = thermal conductivity,W∕m · K
Nu = Nusselt number, ha∕K
n = positive integer, Eq. (6b)
p = 0 for parallel plate and 1 for circular tube, Eqs. (3) and (14)
Pr = Prandtl number (ν∕α)
q!w = dimensionless wall heat flux
Re = Reynolds number, 2Ua∕ν
r = radial coordinate measured from circular tube center-

line, m
T = temperature, K
U = velocity magnitude, m∕s
u = velocity vector, Eq. (2)
x = axial distance from the entrance of the heated section, m
y = normal coordinate measured from centerline of parallel

plate channel, m
α = thermal diffusivity, m2∕s
γ = function for circular tube [Eq. (6a)] or for parallel plate

[Eq. (6b)]
Δφ = thermal lag (phase shift)
ζ = dummy X variable
η = dimensionless radial/normal coordinate for circular tube

equal to r∕a or for parallel plate equal to y∕a
θ = dimensionless temperature; "T − T0#∕ΔTR
λn = eigenvalues, Eq. (6)
ν = kinematic viscosity, m2∕s

ξ = dummy Fo variable
ρ = fluid density, kg∕m3

ψ = arbitrary function of Fo
Ω = imposed-temperature angular frequency, rad∕s
ω = dimensionless temperature angular frequency,

Subscripts

m = mean or bulk value
R = reference value
s = step wall (surface) temperature
w = wall
0 = inlet

I. Introduction

D EVELOPING an in-depth understanding of unsteady forced-
convection heat transfer is crucial for optimal design and accu-

rate control of heat transfer in emerging sustainable energy applica-
tions and next-generation heat exchangers. The origin of thermal
transients in sustainable energy applications include thevariable ther-
mal load on 1) thermal solar panels in thermal energy storage (TES)
systems [1–3]; 2) power electronics of solar/wind/tidal energy con-
version systems [4,5]; and 3) power electronics and electric motor
(PEEM) of hybrid electric vehicles (HEVs), electric vehicles (EVs),
and fuel cell vehicles (FCVs) [6–9].
Solar thermal systems are widely used in solar powerplants and

are being widely commercialized. Solar powerplants have seen about
740 MW of generating capacity added between 2007 and the end
of 2010, bringing the global total to 1095 MW [5]. Such growth is
expected to continue, as in the United States at least another 6.2 GW
capacity is expected tobe in operation by the endof 2013 [5].However,
the growth of such technology is hindered by the inherent variability of
solar energy subjected to daily variation, seasonal variation, and
weather conditions [1,4,10]. To overcome the issue of the intermit-
tency,TES systemsare used to collect thermal energy to smooth out the
output and shift its delivery to a later time. Single-phase sensible
heating systems or latent heat storage systems using phase change
materials are used in TES; transient heat exchange occurs to charge or
discharge the storage material [11]. From the technical point of view,
one of the main challenges facing TES systems is designing suitable
heat exchangers towork reliably under unsteady conditions [11]: a key
issue that this research attempts to address.
To assure reliable performance of electronic components, the

temperature of different components should be maintained below
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recommended values. The temperature of power electronics can vary
significantly with the fluid flow and the applied heat flux over time
[12]. Thus, it is important to investigate the transient thermal behavior
of these systems, especially during peak conditions [13]. Furthe-
rmore, new application of transient forced convection has emergedby
the advent of HEVs, EVs, and FCVs. Since introduced, the sales of
such vehicles have grown at an average rate of more than 80% per
year.As ofOctober 2012,more than 5.8millionHEVs have been sold
worldwide since their inception in 1997 [14]. Their hybrid powertrain
and power electronics electric motors undergo a dynamic thermal
load as a direct result of driving/duty cycle and environmental
conditions. Conventional cooling systems are designed based on a
nominal steady state, typically aworst-case scenario [15], whichmay
not properly represent the thermal behavior of various applications or
duty cycles. This clearly indicates the enormity of the pending need
for in-depth understanding of the instantaneous thermal character-
istics of the aforementioned thermal systems [16]. Successful and
intelligent thermal design of such dynamic systems leads to the
design of new efficient heat exchangers to enhance the overall effi-
ciency and reliability of TES and PEEM cooling solutions, which in
the cases of the HEVs/EVs/FCVs means significant improvement in
vehicle efficiency/reliability and fuel consumption [15–18].
In all the aforementioned applications, transient heat transfer

occurs in heat exchangers subjected to arbitrary time-dependent
duct wall temperature. This phenomenon can be represented by an
unsteady forced-convective tube flow, which is the ultimate goal of
this study.
Siegel pioneered the study of transient internal forced convection by

investigating a duct flow following a step change in wall heat flux or
temperature [19,20]. Later, SparrowandSiegel [21,22] used an integral
technique to analyze transient heat transfer in the thermal entrance
region of a Poiseuille flow under step wall temperature/heat flux.
Moreover, the tube wall temperature of channel flows for particular
types of position/time-dependent heat fluxes was studied in the liter-
ature [23–27]. A number of studies were conducted on effects of
periodic inlet temperature on the heat transfer characteristics of a con-
vective tube flowunder stepwall temperature [28–33].Most studies on
unsteady internal forced convection are limited to homogeneous/
constant boundary conditions at the tube wall, i.e., isothermal or
isoflux; a summary of the available studies is presented in Table 1.
Our literature review indicates the following:
1) The effects of periodic/arbitrary time-dependent surface

temperatures on thermal performance of an internal forced-convective
flow have not been investigated.
2) There is no model to predict the fluid temperature distribution,

wall heat flux, and the Nusselt number of a tube flow under arbitrary
time-dependent surface temperatures.
3) No study has been conducted to determine the optimum

conditions that maximize the convective heat transfer rate in tube
flows under harmonic boundary conditions.
4) The parameters, including temperature amplitude, angular

frequency, and fluid thermal lag (phase shift), affecting the unsteady
internal forced convection have not been presented in the literature.
In previous work [34,35], a comprehensive study was carried

out on the thermal characteristics of a convective tube flow under
dynamically varying heat flux. In the present study, a new analytical
all-time model is developed in Cartesian and cylindrical coordinates
to accurately predict 1) fluid temperature distribution; 2) fluid bulk
temperature; 3) wall heat flux; and 4) the Nusselt number, for a tube
flow under arbitrary time-dependent temperature. New dimension-
less variables are introduced that characterize transient forced
convection inside a conduit under a time-dependent boundary tem-
perature. An optimum condition is presented that maximizes the heat
transfer rate of internal forced convection under a harmonic boundary
temperature. The present paper provides new insight on unsteady
heat transfer, and it serves as a platform and an engineering tool to
investigate and develop intelligent transient thermal systems for a
wide variety of engineering applications.
To develop the present analyticalmodel, the fluid flow response for

a step surface temperature is taken into account. Using Duhamel’s
theorem [36], the thermal characteristics of the fluid flow are

determined analytically under a periodic time-dependent surface
temperature. New dimensionless variables are introduced, and the
system is optimized to maximize the heat transfer rate under
harmonic boundary temperature.Any type of time-dependent surface
temperature can be decomposed into sinusoidal functions using a
sine Fourier series transformation [36]. Thus, the present model for
the harmonic excitation is applied to find the temperature distribution
of a tube flow under a general time-dependent boundary condition.

II. Governing Equations
Figure 1 shows a laminar forced-convective internal flow inside a

parallel plate or a circular tube. The tube is thermally insulated in the
first subregion, x ≤ 0, and at t $ 0; the second subregion of tubewall
at x ≥ 0 is instantaneously subjected to an arbitrary time-dependent
temperature, Tw $ φ"t#. The tube and fluid are assumed to be initially
isothermal at initial temperature T0. The entering fluid temperature is
also maintained at T0 throughout the heating period. The tube is
assumed long enough so that it covers both thermally developing and
fully developed regions; see Fig. 1. It is intended to determine the
evolution of the fluid temperature, wall heat flux, and the Nusselt
number as a function of time and space for the entire range of the
Fourier number under arbitrary time-dependent wall temperature.
The assumptions made in deriving the mathematical model of the

proposed unsteady heat convection process are 1) laminar incom-
pressible flow; 2) negligible tube wall thermal inertia; 3) constant
thermophysical properties; negligible viscous dissipation; negligible
axial heat conduction, i.e., Pe $ Re × Pr > 10 [37]; 4) no thermal
energy sources within the fluid; and 5) uniform velocity profile along
the tube, i.e., slug flow.
Slug flow assumption can predict the thermal behavior of any type

of fluid flow close to the tube entrance where the velocity profile is
developing and has not reached the fully developed condition [24].
As such, the energy equation for a fluid flowing inside a duct in

vectorial notation in this at any instance is shown by Eq. (1):

∂T
∂t
% u · ∇T $ α · ∇2T (1)

where u and α are the velocity and the thermal diffusivity of the fluid,
respectively. For the case of slug flow, the flow is considered one-
dimensional and fluid velocity inside the duct is considered constant,
as indicated by Eq. (2):

u $ Uî; U $ const (2)

Accordingly, the dimensionless energy equation in Cartesian and
cylindrical coordinates can be written in a unified form as follows:

Fig. 1 Schematic of laminar forced-convective tube flow under
arbitrary time-dependent wall temperature inside a parallel plate or a
circular tube.
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∂θ
∂Fo
% ∂θ

∂X
$ 1

ηp
∂
∂η

!
ηp

∂θ
∂η

"
(3)

It should be noted that superscript p takes the values of 0 and 1,
respectively, for Cartesian and cylindrical coordinates. In fact, the
former is attributed to the fluid flow between parallel plates, and the
latter indicates the fluid flow inside a circular tube. The dimen-
sionless variables are

θ $ T − T0

ΔTR
; Fo $ αt

a2
; X $ 2 xa

Re · Pr
;

Rea $
2Ua

υ
; Pr $ υ

α
; Nua $

ha

k

where ΔTR is the amplitude of the imposed temperature, Fo is the
Fourier number, andX is the dimensionless axial position. In addition,
for parallel plate and circular tube, η $ y

a and η $ r
a, respectively.

Equation (4) is subjected to the following boundary and initial
conditions:

θ"0; η; Fo# $ 0 at X $ 0; Fo > 0; 0 ≤ η ≤ 1 (4a)

∂θ"X; 0; Fo#
∂η

$ 0 at η $ 0; X > 0; Fo > 0 (4b)

θ"X; 1; Fo# $ ψ"Fo# at η $ 1; X > 0; Fo > 0 (4c)

θ"X; η; 0# $ 0 at Fo $ 0; X > 0; 0 ≤ η ≤ 1 (4d)

where ψ"Fo# is an arbitrary time-dependent temperature imposed on
the tube wall.

III. Model Development
In this section, a new all-time model is developed in Cartesian and

cylindrical coordinates, considering 1) short-time response; and
2) long-time response. As such, the presented model predicts the
temperature distribution inside a convective tube flow under an
arbitrary time-dependent temperature imposed on the tube wall.
For a duct flow at uniform temperature T0, instantaneously

subjected to a step surface temperature, the temperature response is
given in [19]:

θs $
Tw − T0

ΔTR

#
1 − 2

X∞

n$1
γn"η# exp"−λ2nFo#

$
(5)

1) In cylindrical coordinate, i.e., flow inside a circular tube,

γn"η# $
J0"λnη#
λnJ1"λn#

; and J0"λn# $ 0; λn > 0 (6a)

2) In Cartesian coordinate, i.e., flow between parallel plates,

γn"η#$
"−1#n−1

λn
cos"λnη#; and λn$

2n−1

2
π; n$1;2;3; ::: (6b)

where θs is the dimensionless temperature of the fluid under stepwall
temperature. J0 and J1 are the zero- and first-order Bessel functions
of the first kind, and λn are the eigenvalues in cylindrical or Cartesian
coordinates: Eqs. (6a) and (6b), respectively. The energy equation for
a tube flow is linear; Eq. (4). This shows the applicability of a
superposition technique to extend the response of the fluid flow for a
step surface temperature to the other general cases, as discussed in
[25].As such, byusingDuhamel’s theorem [36], the thermal response
for a step surface temperature [Eq. (6)] can be generalized for an
arbitrary time variation in surface temperature [Eq. (4c)]:

θ$ T−T0

ΔTR
$ 2

X∞

n$1
λ2nγ"η#exp"−λ2nFo#×

ZFo

0

ψ"ξ#exp"λ2nξ#dξ (7)

This expression is valid only if the element is initially isothermal,
so the solution here is limited to the cases where the channel is
initially isothermal. However, the extension to the other cases, e.g.,
when the fluid initially has a steady state temperature distribution, can
be obtained by superposition techniques, as discussed in [25].
As shown in Fig. 2, in an Eulerian coordinate system, the observer

is fixed at a given location x along the tube and the fluid moves by. It
will take some time, t $ x∕U,Fo $ X, for the entrance fluid to reach
the axial position X. Beyond this region, i.e., X ≥ Fo, where the inlet
fluid will not have enough time to penetrate, convection heat transfer
plays no role; hence, the conduction becomes the dominant mecha-
nism for transferring heat from thewall to the fluid. Thebehavior in this
region is similar to a tube with infinite length in both directions. This
means that the convective term in the energy equation [Eq. (1)] drops
and a pure transient “heat-conduction” process takes place. On the
other hand, for X < Fo, the observer situated at axial position X feels
the passing fluid that has had enough time to reach from the insulated
entrance section.This region is considered as the long-time response of
the fluid flow [25]. Therefore, the solution consists of two regions that
should be considered separately. The methodology considered in this
study is shown schematically in Fig. 2.

A. Short-Time Response, X ≥ Fo
For the sake of generality, we consider a case in which the surface

temperature varies with both time and space, ψ"X;Fo#. We first
consider the region where X ≥ Fo. A fluid element that reaches X at
time Fo was already in the heated section at the location X − Fo at
the beginning of the transient. As this element moves along, it is
subjected to the surface temperature variations in both time and
space. At a time ξ between 0 and Fo, the element is arrived to the
location X − Fo% ξ. Thus, the tube wall temperature that the
element is subjected to at that time is ψ"X − Fo% ξ; ξ#. This is
substituted into Eq. (7) to find the short-time response for the fluid
temperature distribution inside a circular tube and parallel plate,
respectively [24]:

θ"X; η; Fo# $ T − T0

ΔTR
$ 2

X∞

n$1
λ2nγn"η# exp"−λ2nFo#

×
ZFo

0

ψ"X − Fo% ξ; ξ# exp"λ2nξ# dξ (8)

It should be noted that, according to Eq. (8), when the imposed tube
wall temperature is only a function of time ψ $ ψ"Fo#, the short-
time thermal response of the fluid flow is not dependent upon the

Fig. 2 Schematic of the two main regions adopted to find the transient
thermal response of the tube flow.
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axial position. However, it is a function of time and the characteristics
of the imposed surface temperature.

B. Transition Time, X ! Fo
For each axial position, the short-time and long-time responses are

equal atX $ Fo. This is the dimensionless transition time for a given
axial position. Therefore, the time Fo $ X can be considered a
demarcation between the short-time and long-time responses for each
axial position. For instance, for an arbitrarily-chosen axial position
X $ 1.2, the dimensionless transition time is Fo $ 1.2.

C. Long-Time Response, X < Fo
Now, we consider the region where X < Fo. The element that

reaches X at time Fo has entered the channel at the time Fo − X and
begun to be heated. As time elapses from when the transition begins,
this element will reach the location ζ at the time Fo − X% ζ. Thus,
the surface temperature that the element is subjected to at that location
is ψ"ζ; Fo − X% ζ#. Substituting this into Eq. (7) results in Eq. (9),
which represents the long-time response of the flow inside a circular
tube or a parallel plate [24]:

θ"X; η; Fo# $ T − T0

ΔTR
$ 2

X∞

n$1
λ2nγn"η# exp"−λ2nFo#

×
ZFo

0

ψ"ζ; Fo − X% ζ# exp"λ2nξ# dξ (9)

According to Eq. (9), the long-time thermal response of the fluid flow
is a function of time, axial position, and characteristics of the imposed
tube wall temperature.

IV. Harmonic Thermal Transients
In this section, thermal response of a tube flow is obtained under a

harmonic wall temperature, prescribed as follows:

Tw $ T0 % ΔTR&1% sin"Ωt#' (10)

where ΔTR K and Ω rad∕s are the amplitude and the angular
frequency of the imposed wall temperature. The analytical model is
presented in form of 1) closed-form series solutions; and 2) approx-
imate compact easy-to-use relationships.
Any type of prescribed time-dependent wall temperature can be

decomposed into simple oscillatory functions using a Fourier series
transformation [36]. Using a superposition technique, the results can
be extended to the cases with an arbitrary time-dependent wall
temperature as a general boundary condition; see Sec. IV.H.

A. Exact Series Solutions
The dimensionless form of Eq. (10) is as follows:

θw"ω; Fo# $
Tw − T0

ΔTR
$ 1% sin"ωFo# (11)

where ω $ Ωa2∕α is the dimensionless angular frequency. Substi-
tuting Eq. (11) into Eqs. (8) and (9), after some algebraic manipula-
tions, the short-time and long-time temperature distributions inside
the fluid are obtained. In this study,we considered the first 60 terms of
the series solutions; using more terms does not affect the results up to
four decimal digits.
1) Short-time fluid temperature distribution, X ≥ Fo,

θ"ω;η;Fo#$1%sin"ωFo#%2
X∞

n$1
γn"η#

×
%&ωλ2n− "ω2%λ4n#'exp"−λ2nFo#−ω2 sin"ωFo#−ωλ2n cos"ωFo#

ω2%λ4n

&

(12a)

2) Long-time fluid temperature distribution, X ≤ Fo,

θ"ω; X; η; Fo# $ 1% sin"ωFo# % 2
X∞

n$1
γn"η# ×

8
>>>><
>>>>:

−λ2nω cos"ωFo# − ω2 sin"ωFo#
ω2 % λ4n

−
n
λ4n sin&ω"Fo − X#' − λ2nω cos&ω"Fo − X#' − "ω2 % λ4n#

o
× exp"−λ2nX#

ω2 % λ4n

9
>>>>=
>>>>;

(12b)

It should be noted that the definition of γn"η# and the eigenvalues
λn have been previously given byEqs. (6a) and (6b) for a circular tube
and a parallel plate, respectively. In addition, the fluid bulk temper-
ature can be obtained by Eq. (13) [38]:

θm"ω; X; Fo# $
1

A

ZZ

A

θ dA (13)

where A is the cross-sectional area of the tube at any arbitrary
axial position. After performing the integration in Eq. (13), the
following relationships are obtained to evaluate the fluid bulk
temperature.
Short-time dimensionless fluid bulk temperature, X ≥ Fo,

θm"ω; Fo# $ 1% sin"ωFo# % 2p
X∞

n$1

×
&ωλ2n − "ω2 % λ4n#' exp"−λ2nFo# − ω2 sin"ωFo#ωλ2n cos"ωFo#

λ2n"ω2 % λ4n#
(14a)

Long-time dimensionless fluid bulk temperature, X ≤ Fo,

θm"ω; X; Fo# $ 1% sin"ωFo# % 2p
X∞

n$1

8
>>><
>>>:

−λ2nω cos"ωFo# − ω2 sin"ωFo#
λ2n"ω2 % λ4n#

−

fλ4n sin&ω"Fo − X#' % λ2nω cos&ω"Fo − X#' − "ω2 % λ4n#g × exp"−λ2nX#
λ2n"ω2 % λ4n#

9
>>>=
>>>;

(14b)
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The eigenvalues λn for the fluid flow inside a circular tube
and a parallel plate can be obtained by Eqs. (6a) and (6b),
respectively.
The dimensionless heat flux at the tube wall can be evaluated by

q!w $
∂θ
∂η

''''
η$1

(15)

Differentiating the fluid temperature [Eqs. (12a) and (12b)] at the
tube wall, we obtain the following:
Short-time dimensionless wall heat flux, X ≥ Fo,

q!w"ω;Fo# $−2
X∞

n$1

×
&ωλ2n − "ω2% λ4n#'exp"−λ2nFo#−ω2 sin"ωFo#−ωλ2n cos"ωFo#

ω2% λ4n
(16a)

Long-time dimensionless wall heat flux, X ≤ Fo,

q!w"ω; X; Fo# $ −2
X∞

n$1
×
ωλ2n sin"ωFo# − ω2 cos"ωFo# − fλ4n cos&ω"Fo − X#' % λ2nω sin&ω"Fo − X#'g × exp"−λ2nX#

ω2 % λ4n
(16b)

In this study, the local Nusselt number is defined based on the
difference between the tube wall and fluid bulk temperatures; see
Bejan [39]:

Nua"ω; X; Fo# $
ha

k
$ q!w

θw − θm
$ q!w
&1% sin"ωFo#' − θm

(17)

It should be noted that the characteristics length α for the Nusselt
number is the half-width of a parallel plate in the Cartesian coordinate
and the tube radius in the cylindrical coordinate. Therefore, the short-
time Nusselt number can be obtained by substituting Eqs. (14a) and
(14b) into Eq. (17); similarly, substituting Eqs. (16a) and (16b) into
Eq. (17) indicates the long-time Nusselt number.
To optimize the transient internal forced convection, we define

a new parameter, the average dimensionless wall heat flux, as
follows:

!q!w"ω# $
1

Fo × X

ZFo

ξ$0

ZX

ζ$0

q!w dζ dξ (18)

where Fo is the Fourier number (dimensionless time), and X is an
arbitrarily chosen axial position. Equation (18) shows the average
heat transfer rate over an arbitrary period of timeFo and length of the
tube X. This will be discussed in more detail in Sec. VI.

B. Approximate Compact Relationships

Since using the series solutions presented in Section IV.E is
tedious, the following new compact easy-to-use relationships are
proposed to predict 1) dimensionless fluid bulk temperature;
2) dimensionless wall heat flux; and 3) Nusselt number, for fluid
flow inside a parallel plate. As such, the MATLAB curve fitting
tool was used to find the proposed compact relationships.

Therefore, analytical results for different dimensionless numbers
were curve fitted to find the most appropriate form of the compact
relationships with minimum relative difference compared to the
obtained series solutions. The proposed compact relationships are
compared with the exact series solutions in graphical form
in Sec. VI.

1. Dimensionless Fluid Bulk Temperature

For ω ≥ π, the following compact relationships predict the exact
series solutions for the fluid bulk temperature [Eqs. (14a) and (14b)]
by the maximum relative difference less than 9.1%.
1) Compact short-time fluid bulk temperature, X ≥ Fo,

θm"ω; Fo# $
1.078 × Fo
Fo% 0.1951

%
!

1.616

ω% 1.023

"

× exp

!
−
0.3748 × ω% 28.78

ω% 9.796
× Fo

"
% 0.0934 × ω% 2.86

ω% 1.802

× sin

!
ωFo% −0.78ω2 % 17.8 × ω − 160.9

ω2 − 22.3 × ω% 200.7

"
(19a)

2) Compact long-time fluid bulk temperature, X ≤ Fo,

θm"ω; X; Fo# $
1.078 × X
X% 0.1951

% 0.1167 × ω% 3.575

ω% 1.802

× sin

!
ωFo% −0.78ω2 % 17.8 × ω − 160.9

ω2 − 22.3 × ω% 200.7

"
(19b)

2. Dimensionless Wall Heat Flux

ForFo ≥ 0.05 andω ≥ π, the dimensionless wall heat flux can be
obtained by the following compact relationships. The maximum
relative difference between the developed compact relationships
[Eqs. (20a) and (20b)] and the exact series solutions [Eqs. (16a),
(16b)] is less than 5.1%.
1) Compact short-time wall heat flux, X ≥ Fo,

q!w"ω; Fo# $
−0.206 × Fo% 0.449

Fo% 0.132
% 14.73 × ω% 103.2

ω% 70.74

× sin

!
ωFo% −0.77ω2 − 23.45 × ω% 215.3

ω2 − 30.51 × ω% 280.5

"
(20a)

2) Compact long-time wall heat flux, X ≤ Fo,

q!w"ω;X;Fo#$ 3.037×exp"−4.626X#%−0.206×X%0.449

X%0.132

%14.73×ω%103.2

ω%70.74
× sin

!
ωFo%−0.77ω2−23.45×ω%215.3

ω2−30.51×ω%280.5

"

(20b)

3. Nusselt Number

Using the definition of the Nusselt number [Eq. (17)], a compact
closed-form relationship can also be obtained for Nusselt number.
The short-time Nusselt number can be developed by substituting
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Eqs. (17a) and (20a) into Eq. (17). Similarly, the long-time Nusselt
number can be obtained by substituting Eqs. (19b) and (20b)
into Eq. (17).
We believe that the form of the compact relationships presented in

this section reveals the nature of the transient problem herein under
consideration. This will be discussed in detail in Sec. VI.

V. Numerical Study
To verify the presented analytical solution, an independent numer-

ical simulation of the planar flow inside a parallel plate is performed
using the commercial software ANSYS®Fluent. User-defined codes
are written to apply the harmonic and arbitrary time-dependent
temperatures on the tubewall: Eqs. (10) and (22), respectively.Model
geometry and boundary conditions are similar to what is shown in
Fig. 1. Furthermore, the assumptions stated in Sec. II are used in the
numerical analysis; however, the fluid axial conduction is not
neglected in the numerical analysis. Grid independency of the results
is tested for three different grid sizes: 20 × 100 and 40 × 200, as well
as 80 × 400. Finally, 40 × 200 is selected as the final grid size, since
themaximum difference in the predicted values for the fluid tempera-
ture by the two latter grid sizes is less than 1%. The geometrical and
thermal properties used in the baseline case for the numerical
simulation are listed in Table 2. The maximum relative difference
between the analytical results and the numerical data is less than
4.9%, which is discussed in detail in Sec. VI.

VI. Results and Discussion
A. Harmonic Prescribed Temperature

Although the methodology developed in Sec. III is presented for
Cartesian and cylindrical coordinates, only the results for the former
are discussed in this section in a graphical form. The trends for the
cylindrical coordinate are similar.
Variations of the dimensionless centerline temperature against the

Fo number [Eqs. (12a) and (12b)] for a few axial positions along the
tube are shown in Fig. 3 and compared with the numerical data
obtained in Sec. V. Periodic temperature is imposed on the tube wall;
Eq. (11). The solid lines in Fig. 3 represent our analytical results, and
the markers show the obtained numerical data. There is an excellent
agreement between the analytical results [Eqs. (12a) and (12b)] and
the obtained numerical data, with a maximum relative difference less
than 4.9%.
The following is shown in Fig. 3:
1) The present model predicts an abrupt transition between the

short-time and long-time responses. The numerical results, however,
indicate a smooth transition. This causes the numerical data to deviate
slightly from the analytical results as the long-time response begins.
Such transitions are demarcated by dashed lines on the figure.

2) The abrupt transition from short-time to long-time responses
is attributed to the analytical method that Siegel [19] used to solve
the transient energy equation for a step wall temperature. This is
discussed in detail in [19].
3) There is an initial transient period of “pure conduction” during

which all the curves follow along the same line, X ≥ Fo; Eq. (12a).
4) When Fo $ X, each curve moves away from the common line,

i.e., pure conduction response, and adjusts toward a steady oscillatory
behavior at a long-time response; Eq. (12b). The wall temperatures
increase for largerX values, as expected; this is due to the increase of
the fluid energy (bulk temperature) along the axial direction.
5) Increasing length-to-diameter ratio increases the axial position

number, which in turn increases the temperature inside the fluid.
6) The higher the velocity inside the tube, the higher the Re

number, which in turn decreases the axial position number, X $
"2x∕a#∕"Rea · Pr# and leads to lower temperature inside the fluid.
Figure 4 shows the variations of the dimensionless fluid

temperature at different radial positions across the tube versus theFo
number; Eqs. (12a) and (12b). Harmonic and step temperatures are
imposed at the tube wall, i.e., θw $ 1% sin"πFo# and θw $ 1, re-
spectively. As such, the short-time and long-time fluid temperatures
at different radial positions at an arbitrarily chosen axial position,
X $ 1.2, are obtained using Eqs. (12a) and (12b).
From Fig. 4, the following conclusions can be drawn:
1) As expected at any given axial position, the fluid temperature

oscillates with time in the case of a prescribed harmonic wall tem-
perature. For a step surface temperature,ω $ 0, the solution does not
fluctuate over time.
2) At any given axial position, there is an initial transient period,

which can be considered as pure conduction, i.e., the short-time
response for X ≥ Fo. However, as pointed out earlier, each axial
position shows steady oscillatory behavior for X ≤ Fo at the long-
time response. Therefore, for the arbitrarily chosen axial position of
X $ 1.2, the long-time response begins at Fo $ 1.2 and shows the
same behavior all-time thereafter.
3) For an imposed cyclic wall temperature, the fluid temperature

oscillates around the associated response for the step surface tem-
peraturewith the sameangular frequency atwhich the system is excited.
4) The shift between the peaks of the temperature profile is marked

at different radial positions. This shows a “thermal lag” (phase shift)
of the fluid flow, which increases toward the centerline of the tube.
This thermal lag is attributed to the fluid thermal inertia.
Figure 5 shows the variations of the dimensionless centerline

temperature at a given axial position of X $ 1.2 versus the Fourier
number and the angular frequency; Eqs. (12a) and (12b).
The following can be concluded from Fig. 5:
1) At the two limiting cases where 1) ω → 0 and 2) ω → ∞, the

fluid flow response yields that of a step surface temperature
(isothermal boundary condition).

Fig. 3 Variations of centerline temperature versus the dimensionless
time (Fourier number) for different axial positions [Eqs. (12a) and (12b)]
and comparison with the obtained numerical data (markers).

Fig. 4 Dimensionless fluid temperature against Fo number for cyclic
and step heat fluxes.
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2) When a sinusoidal cyclic wall temperature with high angular
frequency is imposed on the flow, the fluid does not follow the details
of the imposed temperature behavior. Therefore, for high angular
frequencies, the flow acts as if the imposed temperature is constant
at “the average value” associated with zero frequency [Eq. (11)] for
the sinusoidal heat flux in this case, in mathematical terms
θω→∞ ≈ θω→0.
3) A conventional way to decrease the temperature of the working

fluid inside the heat exchangers is to cool down the surface tem-
perature. However, it is shown that changing the surface temperature
frequency can also dramatically alter the fluid temperature.
4) The highest temperature for the centerline temperature occurs

for small values of angular frequency. Considering Eq. (12b), the
highest long-time centerline temperature occurs at

dθη$0
dω
$ 0 ⇒ ω ≈ π "rad# (21)

At a given axial position, the maximum long-time centerline
temperature is remarkably higher than that of the short-time response.
Figure 6 shows the variations of the dimensionless wall heat flux at

a given arbitrary axial position ofX $ 1.2 versus the Fourier number
and the dimensionless angular frequency; Eqs. (16a) and (16b). In
addition, a comparison is made between the exact series solutions
[Eqs. (16a) and (16b)] and the developed compact relationships
[Eqs. (20a) and (20b)]. As seen from Fig. 6, there is an excellent
agreement between the exact solution and the compact relationships;
the maximum relative difference less than 4.6%.
From Fig. 6, one can conclude the following:
1) The dimensionless wall heat flux oscillates with the angular

frequency of the imposed wall temperature. This is indicated by the
developed compact relationships; Eqs. (20a) and (20b).

2) The dimensionless wall heat flux oscillates around the step wall
heat flux response. In other words, asω → 0, the dimensionless wall
heat flux yields the response of the step wall temperature condition.
3) Regardless of the angular frequency, at a very initial transient

period, the dimensionless wall heat flux is much higher than that of
the long-time response.
4) The amplitude of the dimensionless wall heat flux increases

with the angular frequency of the imposedwall temperature. It should
be noted that increasing the angular frequency does not affect the
amplitude of the imposed wall temperature; see Eq. (9). However, as
mentioned before, it decreases the amplitude of the fluid temperature
toward the centerline. Therefore, as the angular frequency of the

Fig. 5 Centerline temperature against: a) Fo number, b) angular frequency, and c) Fo and angular frequency.

Fig. 6 Exact and approximate wall heat fluxes versus Fo number for
different angular frequencies.
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imposed temperature rises, the amplitude of the temperature gradient
and heat flux in consequent increases.
5) The phase lag of the dimensionless wall heat flux is only a

function of dimensionless angular frequency of the imposed wall
temperature, as indicated by Eqs. (20a) and (20b), i.e.,

Δφ $ −0.77ω2 − 23.45 × ω% 215.3

ω2 − 30.51 × ω% 280.5

As mentioned before, the dimensionless angular frequency is a
function of temperature frequency, fluid thermophysical properties,
and tube geometrical parameters.
Figure 7 shows the variations of the Nusselt number at a given

arbitrary axial position of X $ 1.2 versus the Fourier number for
different angular frequencies; Eq. (17). In addition, the transient
Nusselt number developed in this study [Eq. (17)] is compared with
the conventional “quasi-steady” model, which is a simplified model
assuming that the convective heat transfer coefficient is constant,
equal to the fully developed condition in the channel [25].
The following can be concluded from Fig. 7:
1) The values of the transient Nusselt number deviate considerably

from the ones predicted by the conventional quasi-steady model.
Therefore, the conventional models fail to predict the transient
Nusselt number accurately.
2) When Fo ≥ 0.2, as the fluid flow becomes thermally fully

developed, the presented model approaches the quasi-steady model
for ω → 0, i.e., the step wall temperature condition.
3) The Nusselt number is positive when the heat flow is from the

wall to the fluid, i.e., θw > θm. However, when the fluid bulk
temperature is higher than thewall temperature, θm > θw, theNusselt
number is negative.
4) At some particular Fo numbers, the Nusselt number experi-

ences discontinuities, soaring to plus infinity and then returning from
minus infinity. These excursions occur when the wall and fluid bulk
temperature are equal, θw $ θm, but the heat flux is not zero; see
Eq. (17). In fact, the Nusselt number loses its significance at such
particular points. The same behavior for the Nusselt number was
reported for the periodic inlet fluid temperature [40] and variable x-
dependent wall temperature [41].
5) Comparing the results of this studywith [40,41], when there is a

periodic boundary condition for a convective duct flow, the
temperature field inside the fluid fluctuates with the agitation angular
frequency of the boundary.
6) Accordingly, we believe that the Nusselt number is not a proper

candidate to represent the thermal characteristics of transient systems
under harmonic prescribed temperature. Therefore, dimensionless
wall heat flux can be considered as the best representative of the
thermal behavior of a convective tube flow.

Figure 8 depicts the variations of the average dimensionless wall
heat flux [Eq. (18)] against the dimensionless angular frequency
and compared with the quasi-steady model. It should be noted that
arbitrary intervals of axial positions are considered to calculate the
integral in Eq. (18), i.e., 0 ≤ X ≤ 0.2 and 0 ≤ X ≤ 1. In addition, an
arbitrary time interval of 0.8 is considered for the Fo number,
0 ≤ Fo ≤ 0.8, over which the double integral in Eq. (18) is
performed. Since the parameters are dimensionless, the same trend is
observed for other arbitrarily chosen intervals of axial positionX and
Fo number.
One can conclude the following from Fig. 8:
1) The maximum average heat flux occurs at the dimensionless

angular frequency of

ωopt: $
!
Ω × a2

α

"

opt:

$ 2.4 rad

2) Therefore, the optimum excitation angular frequency,Ω rad∕s,
is a function of the fluid properties and the geometrical parameters of
the tube, Ωopt: $ 2.4 × "α∕a2# rad∕s.
3) The values of the averaged wall heat flux vary significantly with

the angular frequency of the imposed wall temperature, whereas the
conventional models, e.g., quasi-steady model, fail to predict such
variations of the dimensionless heat flux with time.
4) As an example for the optimum angular frequency, when 0 ≤

X ≤ 1 and0 ≤ Fo ≤ 0.8, thevalue of the averageddimensionlesswall
heat flux is almost 52% higher than the corresponding value for
isothermal boundary condition (step wall temperature).
5) Regardless of the chosen intervals of Fo and X, the value of

the optimum dimensionless angular frequency remains the same,
ωopt: $ 2.4 rad.

B. Arbitrary Time-Dependent Prescribed Temperature

In this section, a superposition technique is applied to the results
for harmonic boundary condition, see Sec. VI.A. It is intended to
obtain the temperature distribution inside a tube for an arbitrary time-
dependent wall temperature and compare it with the numerical
simulation data. The results presented here are dimensional; we
believe this will provide one with a sense for the actual values of the
discussed dimensionless variables of transient internal forced
convection.
Consider a parallel plate with half-width α $ 0.31 cm, in

which water is flowing at uniform velocity, U $ 2.4 cm∕s. The
thermophysical properties of the working fluid and the geometrical
parameters are previously presented in Table 2. The prescribed
temperature is considered arbitrarily in the following general form:

Fig. 8 Variations of the average dimensionless wall heat flux [Eq. (18)]
with the angular frequency over arbitrarily chosen intervals of axial
positions and Fo number.

Fig. 7 Local Nu number against Fo number for different angular
frequencies.
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Tw $ T0 %
X4

i$1
&Ti % ΔTR;i sin"Ωit#' (22)

The parameters in Eq. (22) are introduced in Table 3. It should be
noted that T0 is the initial temperature of the fluid, and Ti and ΔTR;i
are the constant values and the amplitudes of the imposed wall
temperature, respectively. The values for the parameters in Eq. (22)
are arbitrarily chosen, and a similar approach can be taken for other
forms of time-dependent boundary conditions.
Figure 9 displays the transient centerline temperature, at an

arbitrarily chosen axial position, x $ 50 cm, under a time-dependent
wall temperature [Eq. (22)] in comparison with the obtained
numerical data. The imposed wall temperature is also depicted in
Fig. 9 by a solid line. Themarkers in Fig. 9 are the numerical data, and
the solid lines are the analytical results. There is a good agreement
between the analytical results and the numerical simulation data; the
maximum relative difference is less than 5%.
The following can be concluded from Fig. 9:
1) The short-time response, t ≤ 21 s, at which pure conduction

heat transfer occurs is much lower than the long time response,
t ≥ 21 s.
2) The presentedmodel can be applied to find the fluid temperature

inside a tube under any type of arbitrary time-dependent wall
temperature.
3) The maximum discrepancy between the analytical results and

the obtained numerical data occurs around the transition time, as
stated for the trends in Fig. 3. This occurs since the analytical model
predicts an abrupt arrival from short-time to long-time response,
whereas the numerical simulation predicts a smooth transition; see
[19] for more detail.

VII. Conclusions
A new full-time-range analytical model is developed to predict the

transient thermal performance of forced-convective tube flow under
an arbitrary time-dependent wall temperature. The methodology is
presented in Cartesian and cylindrical coordinates. The slug flow
condition is considered for the velocity distribution inside a circular
tube. As such, new all-time models are developed to evaluate
1) temperature distribution inside the fluid; 2) fluid bulk temperature;
3) dimensionless wall heat flux; and 4)Nusselt number. Furthermore,
compact closed-form relationships are proposed to predict such
thermal characteristics of the tube flow with the maximum relative
difference of less than 10%. A new heat transfer enhancement tech-
nique is presented for convective tube flow under harmonic boundary
temperature. Optimizing the angular frequency of the imposed wall
temperature can remarkably increase the overall heat transfer rate of a
convective tube flow. The analytical results are verified successfully
with the obtained numerical data. The maximum relative difference
between the analytical results and the numerical data is less than
4.9%. The highlights of the present study can be listed as follows:
1) There is a thermal lag in the thermal response of the fluid

temperature that increases toward the centerline of the tube due to the
thermal inertia of the fluid.
2) The fluid temperature, dimensionlesswall heat flux, andNusselt

number oscillate with the angular frequency of the imposed wall
temperature.
3)At the two limiting cases, the thermal response of the fluid yields

that of the step wall temperature: 1) ω → 0 and 2) ω → ∞.

Table 2 Fluid properties and dimensions
of the tube for the baseline case in numerical

simulationa

Parameter Value
Thermal conductivity k, W∕m∕k 0.64
Thermal diffusivity α, m2∕s 1.6E-7
Kinematic viscosity ν, m2∕s 5.66E-7
Tube half-width a, m 0.003
Tube length L, cm 250

aRea $ 100.

Table 3 Parameters
in Eq. (22)

Parameter Value
T0, K 300
Ω1, rad∕s 0.06
Ω2, rad∕s 0.12
Ω3, rad∕s 0.24
Ω4, rad∕s 0.1
ΔTR;1, K 1
ΔTR;2, K 4
ΔTR;3, K 10
ΔTR;4, K 8
T1, K 5
T2, K 10
T3, K 15
T4, K 20

Fig. 9 Centerline temperature [Eq. (11)] versus time, and comparison
with the obtained numerical data for a general boundary condition
[Eq. (20)].

Table 1 Summary of the literature regarding unsteady internal forced convection

Author Velocity profile Notes
Siegel [19] Slug flow Reported temperature distribution inside the fluid in Cartesian and cylindrical coordinates.

Limited to step wall temperature/heat flux.
Siegel [20] Poiseuille flow Reported temperature distribution inside the fluid in cylindrical coordinate.

Limited to step wall temperature condition.
Sparrow and Siegel [21,22] Poiseuille flow Reported tube wall temperature/heat flux.

Limited to homogenous boundary conditions, i.e., step wall temperature/heat flux.
Limited to thermal entrance region.

Perlmutter and Siegel [26] Poiseuille flow Evaluated tube wall temperature considering the wall thermal inertia.
Limited to step wall temperature condition.

Sucec [27] Slug flow Evaluated fluid temperature under sinusoidal wall heat flux.
Limited to quasi-steady assumption.
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4) There is an optimum value for the dimensionless angular
frequency of the imposed harmonic wall temperature that maximizes
the average dimensionless wall heat flux:

ωopt: $
!
Ω × a2

α

"

opt:

$ 2.43 rad
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